11TH EUROPEAN COMPUTER SCIENCE SUMMIT

INFORMATICS IN THE FUTURE - IN THE YEAR 2025

ECSS 2015
12 – 14 October
Vienna | Austria

informatics-europe.org/ecss/ecss-2015

Vienna University of Technology (TU Wien)

Register NOW | Join renowned computer scientists and leading decision makers in informatics research and education to discuss the future of the discipline.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:
Dirk Brockmann • Humboldt Universität Berlin | Stefano Ceri • Politecnico di Milano
Jeroen van den Hoven • Delft University of Technology | Moshe Vardi • Rice University
Maarja Kruusmaa • Tallinn University of Technology | Bertrand Meyer • ETH Zurich
Dunia Mladenic • Jozef Stefan Institute (Slovenia) | Reinhard Posch • TU Graz
Britta Schinzel • University of Freiburg | Matti Tedre • Stockholm University

PRE-SUMMIT WORKSHOPS ON OCT 12:
• Pre-summit Workshop for Deans, Department Chairs and Research Directors
• Pre-Summit Workshop on Experiences and Practices in MOOCs

CONFERENCE CHAIRS:
Carlo Ghezzi • President of Informatics Europe | Gerald Steinhardt • TU Wien
Hannes Werthner • TU Wien | Frank van Harmelen • VU University Amsterdam
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